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ABSTRACT
Neural-symbolic learning aims to take the advantages of both neural networks and
symbolic knowledge to build better intelligent systems. As neural networks have
dominated the state-of-the-art results in a wide range of NLP tasks, it attracts con-
siderable attention to improve the performance of neural models by integrating
symbolic knowledge. Different from existing works, this paper investigates the
combination of these two powerful paradigms from the knowledge-driven side.
We propose Neural Rule Engine (NRE), which can learn knowledge explicitly
from logic rules and then generalize them implicitly with neural networks. NRE
is implemented with neural module networks in which each module represents an
action of the logic rule. The experiments show that NRE could greatly improve the
generalization abilities of logic rules with a significant increase on recall. Mean-
while, the precision is still maintained at a high level.
1 INTRODUCTION
Human cognition successfully integrates the connectionist and symbolic paradigms of Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Yet the modelling of cognition develops separately in neural computation and
symbolic logic areas Garcez et al. (2012). Neural networks are well known for their inductive
learning and generalization capabilities on large amounts of data, while symbolic logic rules are
mostly constructed with expert knowledge, which yields high precision and good interpretabilities.
Minsky (1991) states that both symbolic and connectionist have virtues and deficiencies, and we
need integrated systems that can exploit the advantages of both. Recently, there is a movement
towards a fruitful combination of these two streams. Hu et al. (2016) present a teacher-student
framework encapsulating the logical structured knowledge into a neural network, which forces NN
to emulate the predictions of a rule-regularized teacher. Lu et al. (2017) propose Object-oriented
Neural Programming (OONP), a framework that incorporates the symbolic structures and neural
models for semantic parsing. Luo et al. (2018) integrate regular expressions into neural networks
at the input level, the network module level and the output level. The combination significantly
enhances the performance of neural models when a small number of training examples are available.
As pre-defined symbolic knowledge can greatly improve the learning effectiveness of neural mod-
els, it raises the question that can neural networks help to improve the generalization abilities of
rules? Nowadays, symbolic knowledge is still widely used in few data scenarios or combined with
statistical models. However, logic rules built with symbolic knowledge have poor generalization
abilities and thus relatively low recalls. For human it is very natural to learn a piece of knowledge at
first, and then use a couple of cases to generalize the knowledge. Inspired by this learning strategy,
we propose a neural rule engine (NRE), in which rules can acquire higher flexibility and general-
ization ability with the help of neural networks, while they can still maintain the advantages of high
precision and interpretabilities.
* shen@deeplycurious.ai
† Work performed when he worked as an intern from Beijing University of Post and Telecommunication.
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In this paper, we construct logic rules with the most widespread regular expressions (REs). NRE
transforms the rules into neural module networks (NMN) which have symbolic structures. Specifi-
cally, the transformation involves 2 steps:
• Parse a RE into an action tree composed of finite pre-defined actions. This operation is inspired by
Kaplan and Kay (1994) where each RE is considered as a finite-state machine (FSM). The types
and orders of actions are determined by a neural parser or a symbolic parser.
• Represent the RE actions as neural-symbolic modules. Each module can be either customized
neural networks, or a symbolic algorithm.
With neural rule engine, a system can learn knowledge explicitly from logic rules and generalize
them implicitly with neural networks. It is not only an innovative paradigm of neural-symbolic
learning, but also an effective solution to real life applications, including improving the existing
rule-based systems and building neural rule methods for applications which do not have sufficient
training data.
We apply this learning strategy to two tasks: Chinese crime case classification and Relation classifi-
cation. The experimental results show that NRE could greatly improve the generalization ability of
rules with a significant increase on recall and at the same time, high precision is still maintained.
2 RELATED WORK
Neural symbolic learning The question of how to reconcile the statistical nature of learning with
the logical nature of reasoning, that is the effective integration of robust connectionist learning and
sound symbolic reasoning, has been considered as a main challenge and fundamental problem in AI
(Valiant, 2003; 2008). Neural-symbolic computation, the goals of which are to provide coherent,
unifying view for connectionism and logic to integrate neural networks and logic, has shown to be a
way of addressing this challenge.
Neural-symbolic systems have been applied to various problems and successful applications include
ontology learning, hardware/software specification, fault diagnosis, robotics, training and assess-
ment in simulators (Hitzler et al., 2005; de Penning et al., 2011; Garcez et al., 2015; Besold et al.,
2017). Recently, there are other research efforts which are in the topical proximity of the core field
in neural-symbolic integration (Besold et al., 2017), including paradigms in computation and rep-
resentation such as “conceptors” (Jaeger, 2014), “Neural Turing Machines” (NTMs) (Graves et al.,
2014) and other application systems which are based on connectionist methods partially or fully but
applied to tasks which conceptually operates on a symbolic level such as visual analogy-making
(Reed et al., 2015) and Go-playing (Silver et al., 2016).
In addition, a line of research aims to encode symbolic rules into neural networks. Hu et al. (2016)
propose a teacher-student framework to combine neural networks with logic rules, transferring the
structured information encoded in the logic rules into the network parameters. Lu et al. (2017)
present Object-oriented Neural Programming (OONP), allowing neural and symbolic representing
and reasoning over complex structures for semantically parsing documents. Luo et al. (2018) exploit
expressiveness of regular expressions rules at different levels of a neural network, aiming to use the
information provided by rules to improve the performance of the network.
The previous works exploit the symbolic rules to enhance neural networks and one should note that
several approaches have encoded prior knowledge into neural networks to enhance their representa-
tion and performance, which also have led to the development of neural-symbolic integration. Rules
are expressions of knowledge and regular expression is a kind of rules involving a lot of knowledge
for specific domains. Strauß et al. (2016) build a decoder based on REs to speed up the decoding
of NNs. Li et al. (2017) encode semantic features into CNNs filters instead of initializing them ran-
domly, which helps filters focus on learning useful n-grams. Wang et al. (2017) propose a framework
based on CNN that combines representations of short text for classification. The representations are
incorporated with words and relevant concepts conceptualized by rule in knowledge base on top of
pre-trained word vectors. Xiao et al. (2017) exploit prior knowledge such as weighted context-free
grammar and the likelihood that entities occur in the input to form the “background” to RNN mod-
els. These works roughly add knowledge, more precisely, information carried by rules into existing
neural networks to improve their performance. In this paper, by contrast, we propose an innova-
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tive paradigm of neural-symbolic learning which transforms the rules into neural module networks
with symbolic structures, allowing the system to learn knowledge explicitly from logic rules and
generalize them implicitly with neural networks.
Neural module networks Neural Module Networks (NMN), first proposed in Visual Question An-
swering (VQA), is composed of collections of joint-trained neural models (Andreas et al., 2016a).
Inspired by recurrent neural networks and recursive neural networks, which both involve repeated
application of a single computational module, any VQA network can be composed of finite compu-
tational structures which are reusable for other networks. In Andreas et al. (2016a)s’ work, a natural
language parser analyze each question to determine the basic computational modules needed to an-
swer the question, as well as the relations between the modules. The specific NMN for a question
is dynamically composed of reusable modules based on linguistic structure. All modules in NMN
are independent, composable and the computation for each problem is different due to its different
architecture.
Andreas et al. (2016a) use rule-based dependency parser (Zhu et al., 2013) to generate layouts to
build NMN. Following Andreas et al. (2016a), some improved methods have been proposed. An-
dreas et al. (2016b) present a model for learning to select layouts from a set of automatically gener-
ated candidates structures predicted by dependency parser, which is called Dynamic Neural Module
Network (DNMN). Hu et al. (2017) propose End-to-End Module Networks (N2NMNs), which learn
to generate network structures without the aid of a parser while at the same time learning network
parameters.
Since each RE can be considered as a finite-state machine (FSM), we can use finite pre-defined
actions to interpret any RE, each of which corresponds to a module. Inspired by Hu et al. (2017), we
propose Neural Rule Engine (NRE), where REs are composed of finite, reusable, computational and
joint-trained modules. With NRE, knowledge is learned explicitly from logic rules and generalized
implicitly with neural networks.
3 ARCHITECTURE
REs benefit NLP in various tasks such as text classification, information extraction, text summa-
rization, which correspond to various models, for example, sequence labeling model, classification
model (Kaur, 2014), since they are well-known for high precision and strong interpretability. How-
ever, REs need to be well designed by human, and have a poor generalization ability. Generally, a
RE has limited coverage and large amount of REs are needed to support a rule-based system.
It is worth noting that the learning process of human beings does not rely only on the data (cases)
or the logic knowledge, but the combination of them. For example, when a father introduces the
concept of bird to his child, he may point to a visual bird (a live one or an image), and tell his child
this flying animal with feathers is a bird. Given the knowledge of bird and maybe a couple of visual
cases, the child becomes capable to recognize a bird. Inspired by this, we propose a novel learning
strategy to teach models to learn rules like children, where we impart a rule to models at first, and
then use a couple of cases to help models generalize the knowledge.
The learning strategy can be widely applied to a variety of tasks. As shown in Figure 1, the output
can be a labeled sequence, whose length is the same as the case. In this aspect, NRE can be consid-
ered as a sequence labeling model for information extraction task. Besides, the output sequence can
be mapped to a label, where NRE is served as a classification model for text classification task.
While neural modules are used to perform actions in “Action Tree”, our purpose is to endow rules
the generalization ability and flexibility with neural modules and the neural layout parser, rather
than improve existing neural networks. Since the proposed system is composed of neural modules,
neural layout parser, and symbolic rule, it is called “neural rule engine”. NRE is interpretable and
flexible, which can be considered as an “enhanced” rule engine.
We describe the detailed problem definition in 3.1, the overview of the model in 3.2, the implemen-
tation details of each neural module in 3.3, and the layout policy in 3.4. In 3.5, a staged training
method is proposed where we first pretrain modules and the rule parser and then use reinforcement
learning to jointly finetune them.
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Rule
Case
Neural 
Network Algorithm
Output
Neural 
Network Algorithm
Neural 
Network
ɠ Rule Parser
ɡ Action Tree
ɢ Application
Neural

Rule Engine
Figure 1: Overview. NRE is based on action modules and a rule parser, both of which can either be
trained neural networks or algorithm. The circles in “Action Tree” are actions with corresponding
parameters, which are predicted by the rule parser in “Rule Parser”. In application, results are
outputed by an action sequence which is composed of actions and their parameters following a
specific layout.
3.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Label: ੲᵋ֢ໜ (Crime with Trailing)

Rule: ᪙ࣁ.*ݸᶎ|᪙᪵@@ԪԆ.*᪙ᵋ

Case: 2003ଙ12์21෭Ӿ܌12෸҅ӳၳ๮ୟ຤Өሴ຤຤ԫՈکԁᥜ
݅჋ሻ҅ᤩӣݷካৼ᪙᪵҅ݸአڏশ᭧҅ಶᩳಋ๢Ӟݝ̶

12:00, 21st, Dec, 2003, Zhang Mou and Wang Moumou traveled to 
Linxi. Three men tailed after them and stripped them of a cell phone 
with the threat of a knife.

Label: Origin-Entity

Rule: island.*</e1>.*farmed for.*<e2>@@<e2>(year|profit).*</e2>

Case: The <e1>island</e1> was farmed for <e2>oats</e2> and 
barley until 1796 when the owner mandated that oak and alder 
trees be planted.

Figure 2: Rule examples.
As illustrated previously, regular expressions (REs) are rules involving a lot of knowledge and a
lot of rule-based systems use REs to represent rules. In this paper, we use REs to interpret rules
and focus on how to enhance REs, i.e., making REs flexible and can be generalized. As shown
above, our model can be used in various tasks and we take the classification task as an example. We
define a rule: rymi = [r1, · · · , rk] and a case: x = [x1, · · · , xn] where rk is a token in the regular
expression, ym means rule rymi corresponds to label ym, and xn is a token in the case. If rule rymi
matches case x, rymi(x) = 1, and if not, rymi(x) = 0. Given a case x, models need to choose the
correct labels from y = [y1, · · · , ym], and ym is one of the labels in the problem.
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To enhance the RE’s ability to express rules, we define the positive and negative part of rules. The
positive part is what should appear in a case and the negative shouldn’t. Then we use “@@” to
assemble the rule with two parts, the left side is Positive and the right is Negative. As shown in the
second case in Figure 2, rule r matches case x when island. ∗ 〈/e1〉. ∗ farmed for. ∗ 〈e2〉 matches
x and 〈e2〉(year|profit). ∗ 〈/e2〉 doesn’t.
In this example, the relation between e1 and e2 will be labeled as “Origin-Entity” if the rule matches
the case. By our method, the rule can be generalized instead of being strictly and entirely limited by
the RE grammar, by which we believe the model “understands” the rule and learns how to improve
it.
3.2 OVERVIEW
Our strategy maintains the high precision as well as the diversity of REs. More specifically, REs
have a variety of forms and the strategy can cover the majority of REs. A RE can be considered as
a finite-state machine (FSM) so we can use pre-defined operations, each of which corresponds to a
module, to interpret the RE and simulate its function.
Our model consists of two main components: a set of actions (neural modules or simply mathemati-
cal functions) that provide basic operations, and a layout parser to predict a specific layout for every
RE by which modules are dynamically assembled. An overview pipeline of our model is shown in
Figure 1.
Given a rule rymi = [r1, · · · , rk], the rule parser first predicts a specific functional expression
fymi = [a1(p1), a2(p2), · · · , aj(pj)], listed in “Action Tree”, consisting of actions and parameters
for the actions, where aj indicates the action and pj indicates the parameter for action aj . The circles
in the “Action Tree” are the predicted actions, and each of them has its corresponding parameters.
In implementation, we use Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) (Burks et al., 1954), post-order traversal
over the syntax tree, to represent REs for convenience. The rule parser can either be a trained
neural networks or the RE algorithm. Given a case, every action aj outputs the intermediate result
according to the parameter pj . Then a network is assembled with the modules according to the
specific RPN to get the final output.
3.3 NEURAL MODULES
Action Description Detail
Find Positive(x) Find tokens matching x. NN / re.match(x)
Find Negative(x) Find tokens matching x. NN / re.match(x)
And Ordered(x1, x2, d)
Judge if the distance
between x1 and x2 meets d.
NN / x1{, d}x2
And Unordered(x1, x2) Judge if x1 and x2 are found together. (x1 + x2) ∗ sum(x1) ∗ sum(x2)
Or(x1, x2) Judge if one of x1 and x2 is found. x1 + x2
Output(x) Get output labels. max(x)
Table 1: Actions
In this paper, we define 6 basic actions and the most of REs can be interpreted by them.
As shown in Table 1, “Find Positive”, “Find Negative” and “And Ordered” modules are based on
neural networks while other modules on mathematical method. “Find” modules (“Find Positive”
and “Find Negative”) aim to find the related words in a sentence then label them, which is similar
to sequence labeling. “And” modules are designed to process the relation between two groups of
labels and output new labels.
“Find” module is illustrated in Figure 3. Given case x = [x1, · · · , xn] and action Find(p), “Find”
Module aims to label 0 or 1 (1 indicates this token is matched with p ) for every token of x. Different
contexts are obtained by slide windows of various lengths and each of them is encoded to a fixed-
length vectors by NN 1.
vij = NN(cij) (1)
where cij is the jth context of the ith word, and vij is the representation of context cij .
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The <e1> island </e1> was farmed for <e2> … farmed for
Case Pattern
c21: <e1> island c22: island </e1>
c20: island
v20
v21
v22
vp
CNN / RNN Encoder
s20
s21
s22
Score 
Function
y2
Sequence Labeling Model
Slide Windows
Context Vectors
Score
Label
Figure 3: “Find” module. Given a case The 〈e1〉 island 〈e1〉was farmed for 〈e2〉 · · · and pattern
farmed for, “Find” module is designed to label every token of the case, indicating whether the
token is “found” by pattern farmed for. The figure is an example showing how to label y2 for
token island.
Then p is encoded to a fixed-length vector vp by the same NN. Finally, we use function 2 to calculate
the scores between every context cij and fixed-length vector vp and then we decide the label 0 or 1
by the scores using a sequence labeling model, which maps scores si to a label yi in every position
of case.
sij = Score(vij , vp) = v
T
ij ∗W ∗ vp (2)
where W is a matrix which can be trained. For instance, given a word x2 and a pattern p, we
first extract different levels contexts c = [c20, c21, c22], when the window size is 2, where c20 is
x2, c21 is x1 +©x2, c22 is x2 +©x3 and +© is the concatenation operator. Then c and p are encoded
to fixed-length vectors vc = [v20, v21, v22] and vp by the same encoder. After that, we use 2 to
calculate scores s2 = [s20, s21, s22] between vc and vp. Finally, label l2 for x2 is decided according
to s2 by any sequence labeling model. As shown in Figure 3, the contexts for token island is
c = [c20, c21, c22] where c20 = island, c21 = 〈e1〉 island, and c22 = island 〈e1〉 and pattern is
p = farmed for. Then c and p are encoded by the same encoder to vc and vp. In the end, we get
the score s2 and output label y2.
As shown in Figure 4, “And Ordered” module is designed to process the relation between two groups
of sequential labels and output new labels. Distance parameter d is required for “And Ordered”
module, indicating the maximum distances between two input sequential labels. Distance−1 means
that the two input labels can be combined at an arbitrary distance. For the root node “And Ordered”
in figure 4, the left child output r0 is 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0, indicating that tokens island and 〈e1〉 are
“found” respectively by “Find Positive: island” and “Find Positive: 〈e1〉”, and they are merged
by “And Ordered” in the left node. The right child output r1 is calculated in the same way. d0,
indicating the distance from the found token in r0, is calculated based on r0 and distance parameter
−1.
We conduct experiments with CNN and RNN to determine which model works best. Experiments
show that CNN and RNN are comparable in accuracy, but CNN has a faster speed. So we select
CNN to implement the modules.
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The <e1> island </e1> was farmed for <e2> …Case
Left Child Output r0
Right Child Output r1
Left Child Distance d0
Right Child Distance d1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 2 3 4 5
6 5 4 3 2 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
CNN / RNN Model
Rule: island.*</e1>.*farmed for.*<e2>
And_Ordered: -1
Find_Positive: island Find_Positive: </e1>
And_Ordered: -1
Find_Positive: farmed for Find_Positive: <e2>
And_Ordered: -1
Figure 4: “And Ordered” module. The rule The 〈e1〉 island 〈e1〉wasfarmedfor 〈e2〉 · · · is disas-
semble to a tree structure as the action sequence. The figure shows how the root node “And Ordered”
merges the two label sequences calculated by two subnodes “And Ordered”. The input to CNN or
RNN model is composed of five parts: the case, sequential labels r0 and r1 from left and right child
nodes, distance d0 and d1 calculated by the distance parameter of the “And Ordered” module based
on r0 and r1. The module outputs the combined labels for every token of the case.
3.4 LAYOUT POLICY
For every module, it can be an analytical algorithm or a customized neural network. Similarly, for
a rule, it can be disassembled to a layout by an analytical algorithm or a neural network. As shown
in Figure 5, the rule can be taken apart to a tree structure. Inspired by Hu et al. (2017), we treat
the tree structure as a RPN for convenience. Figure 6 shows a RE example and its linearized RPN
sequence, which consists of actions and parameters. Then the layout prediction problem turns into a
sequence-to-sequence learning problem from REs to modules and their parameters. We train a novel
seq2seq model to predict RPNs from REs.
3.5 TRAINING METHOD
The training is based on the pre-trained word vectors trained with fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017)
and all vectors are kept static during the training. We introduce methods to train modules and layouts
separately.
For modules, the training is divided into two phases: pretraining and finetune. In the pretraining
phase, we generate the training data for modules based on sentences in training set, i.e. we ran-
domly select patterns and sentences which are matched by the patterns. For a better recall, the
maximum epoch number is set to avoid overfitting. In the finetuning phase, we use an algorithm
to analyze the rule and construct a layout. Then the network is assembled according to the layout
and the final prediction is given based on the results of each module. We use the final result to
finetune the modules with reinforcement learning. Taking “Find Positive” modules as an example,
a “Find Positive” module is to label 0 or 1 in every token of x for pi. If the final prediction contains
yi while the ground truth doesn’t, we believe that “Find Positive” modules “Find” too many tokens
and we punish “Find Positive” modules whose predictions are 1.
The model for layout parser is shown in Figure 7. Given a rule rymi = [r1, · · · , rk], the layout
parser is to predict a specific RPN fymi = [a1(p1), a2(p2), · · · , aj(pj)] consisting of actions and
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Rule: ᪙ࣁ.*ݸᶎ|᪙᪵@@ԪԆ.*᪙ᵋ
Rule: island.*</e1>.*farmed for.*<e2>@@<e2>(year|profit).*</e2>
Output
Or
Find_Positive: ᪙᪵
And_Unordered
And_Ordered: -1 Find_Negative: ԪԆ Find_Negative: ᪙ᵋ
And_Ordered: -1
Find_Positive: ᪙ࣁ Find_Positive: ݸᶎ
Output
And_Unordered
And_Ordered: -1
Find_Positive: island
Find_Positive: </e1>
And_Ordered: -1
Find_Positive: farmed for Find_Positive: <e2>
And_Ordered: -1
Or
Find_Negative: year Find_Negative: profit
Find_Negative: <e2>
And_Ordered: -1
Find_Negative: </e2>And_Ordered: -1
Figure 5: Rules are disassemble to tree structures. Each node is an action with a specific parameter
and its child nodes which are served as the inputs.
Rule: island.*</e1>.*farmed for.*<e2>@@<e2>(year|profit).*</e2>
Reverse Polish Notation: “island” Find_Positive “</e1>” Find_Positive -1 And_Ordered “farmed for” 
Find_Positive “<e2>” Find_Positive -1 And_Ordered -1 And_Ordered “<e2>” Find_Negative “year” 
Find_Negative “profit” Find_Negative Or -1 And_Ordered “</e2>” Find_Negative -1 And_Ordered 
And_Unordered Output
Figure 6: An example showing how to linearize a RE to a sequence of modules and their parameters.
parameters, where aj indicates the action and pj indicates the parameter for action aj . With the
consideration that predicting actions and parameters at the same time is very difficult, we split the
training process into three stages:
1. predict actions
2. predict parameters for every action based on the actions and the input sentence
3. jointly finetune actions and parameters
In Phase 1, a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model is utilized to predict an action sequence. Re-
cently, seq2seq models are greatly benefited from Attention (Bahdanau et al., 2014) and Beam
Search has been proven to be a better method to decode target sequences than the greedy decod-
ing. As shown in Figure 7, we use an attentional seq2seq model, which consists of a three-layer
bidirectional LSTM and a one-layer unidirectional LSTM as an encoder and a one-layer LSTM as a
decoder. Beam Search is used to decode actions during prediction.
In Phase 2, the model shares the same encoder with the first phase and add an encoder to encode
the actions predicted in the first phase. Then the model predicts its parameters for each predicted
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Rule: island.*</e1>.*farmed for.*<e2>@@<e2>(year|profit).*</e2>
<e2> ( year | profit ……
Attention
Find 
Negative ……
Find 
Negative
Find 
Negative Or
And 
Ordered
<e2> …… year profit -1
Attention
Rule

Encoder
Action

Decoder
Action

Encoder
Parameter

Decoder
Find 
Negative ……
Find 
Negative
Find 
Negative Or
And 
Ordered<e2> year profit -1
Phase 2
Phase 1
Figure 7: An attentional seq2seq model to predict a layout.
action. There is a trick to speed up training. The parameters of an action need to be searched across
the entire vocabulary, which is inefficient. Since fixed word vectors are used, we can change the
optimization target from 3 to 4, i.e., force the model to predict a word vector rather than to directly
find out the id of the target word.
loss =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
yˆij ∗ log yij + (1− yˆij) ∗ log(1− yij) (3)
loss =
n∑
i=1
||vec(yˆi)− vec(yi)||2 (4)
where n is the length of the sentence, and m the size of the vocabulary. This trick greatly increases
the speed of training and doesn’t affect the accuracy. At the time of prediction, we predict a vector
and consider the closest word as the predicted word based on all word vectors.
In the end, we adopt the same strategy as in the module training to adjust the layout policy. Accord-
ing to the predicted layout, we assemble the whole network with trained modules and get the final
result. Then reinforcement learning is exploited to finetune the layout model based on the ground
truth.
3.6 ASSEMBLING
The whole system is called Neural Rule Engine (NRE) since our learning strategy fully combines
the advantages of the symbolic and the neural. Due to the modular design, each module can be
implemented either by a specific algorithm of RE or by NN. At the same time, the layout of the
action sequence can also be analyzed by an algorithm or a NN model. NRE has a symbolic archi-
tecture, while its internal modules and the rule parser of modules are NNs, organically combining
the characteristics of the symbolic and the neural. The modules can be assembled in different ways
for different needs at will.
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x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 r0 r1 r2 r3 r4
Case Rule
Output
(a)
Case Rule
Output
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
Attentionx0 x1 x2 x3 x4 r0 r1 r2 r3 r4
(b)
Case Rule
Output
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
Attention
x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 r0 r1 r2 r3 r4
(c)
Figure 8: Figure 8a is the basic sequence model without attention, called “LSTM-No-Attention”.
Figure 8b and Figure 8c are attentional sequence models, which are “LSTM-Attention-Input” and
“LSTM-Attention-Output” respectively.
4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 BASELINE MODELS
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), one of recurrent neural networks (RNN), is highlighted for its
strong ability to model temporal sequences and capture long-range dependencies (Sak et al., 2014).
Recently, attention mechanism has become an integral part of a sequence model (Bahdanau et al.,
2014) and improved model performance greatly. We propose three baseline models based on LSTM
and attention, which are shown in Figure 8.
“LSTM-No-Attention” is illustrated in Figure 8a. Given a RE rymi = [r1, · · · , rk], and a case
x = [x1, · · · , xn], the case and the rule are both encoded with LSTM-No-Attention. The final
hidden state of the case LSTM is used as the initial hidden state of the rule LSTM. We use the final
state of the rule LSTM to get prediction.
Inspired by Bahdanau et al. (2014), we force the RE to attend different parts of the case at each step
of RE input in “LSTM-Attention-Input” baseline, which is shown in Figure 8b. Similarly, we still
use the final state of LSTM to gather the final prediction.
The last baseline model “LSTM-Attention-Output” is shown in 8c, which is based on “LSTM-No-
Attention”. Outputs for all timestamps of the case and RE are hc = [hc1, · · · , hcn] and hr =
[hr1, · · · , hrm]. We force every timestamp of case output hc to attend different parts of hr and
concatenate them with hr. They become hˆr = [hˆr1, · · · , hˆrm]. Inspired by max-pooling in CNN
(Collobert et al., 2011), which encourages the network to capture the most useful local features
produced by convolutional layers, we utilize max-pooling on hˆr to predict final labels.
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   Case Train(8) Dev(1) Test(1)
   Rule Train(8) Dev(1) Test(1)
Dataset Train Dev Test
Figure 9: Data division.
4.2 DATA
We select two datasets to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach. One is the Chinese
crime case classification and the other is the relation classification dataset in English (Hendrickx
et al., 2009)1.
In Chinese crime case classification, each case is composed of one to three sentences in general.
There are 8 categories totaling 150 labels in the dataset, such as “Burglary”, “Motorcycling Rob-
bery”. The entire data set consists of 12555 cases and each case corresponds to zero, one or more
than one labels. The cases are split into training, validation and test sets with the ratio of 80%, 10%,
and 10%. Meanwhile, we write 239 REs, and split the rules also according to 8:1:1. As shown in
Figure 9, the data division should be strictly followed in order to avoid data leakage.
Besides, we also conduct experiments in the relation classification dataset “SemEval-2010 Task 8”,
a multi-way classification of semantic relations between pairs of common nominals. Each case
corresponds to one category, and there are 19 categories in total. Among them, there are 7109 cases
in training set, 891 in validation set and 2717 in test set. We write 490 REs, of which 125 are for
testing. Importantly, all the written rules are based on the training set.
4.3 PIPELINE
As shown above, “Find Positive”, “Find Negative” and “And Ordered” modules are based on neural
networks while other modules on mathematical method. Since “Find Negative” is the same with
“Find Positive”, we only present how to train “Find Positive” module. In this section, we introduce
“Find Positive”, “And Ordered” and the pipeline for NRE.
For “Find Positive” module, we randomly generate patterns and samples based on cases in the train-
ing set. Then we test “Find Positive” module in the real test set. More specifically, “Find Positive”
module is to find patterns in sentence. In training, patterns are randomly chosen from sentences, by
which we can generate massive data for training. When tested, the module is fed with real patterns
of REs in the test set for convincing result.
For “And Ordered” module, we randomly generate the outputs of subnodes and “distance” based on
training set. Like “Find Positive” module, we test “And Ordered” module in real test set.
After the modules are trained, we finetune the trained modules according to labels of cases in the
training set. Firstly, a rule is disassembled to generate a Reverse Polish Notation, which corresponds
to a action sequence. Then the network is assembled based on the action sequence and trained mod-
1We released rules accompanying the relation classification dataset on Github: https://github.com/shenshen-
hungry/Neural-Rule-Engine.
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ules to output labels. Finally, reinforcement learning (RL) is used to finetune the trained modules
according to the true labels in the training set.
As for the generation of RPN, a staged seq2seq model is proposed to implement the layout policy to
generate RPNs from REs. The model first predicts actions and then parameters of the actions. After
the layout policy is trained, we fix the trained modules and finetune the neural parser using RL just
as we finetune modules.
4.4 HYPERPARAMTERS
Module #Filters Filter Size Slide Window Dropout Embedding Size
Find Positive 200 [1, 2, 3] [1, 2, 3] 0.5 300
Find Negative 200 [1, 2] [1, 2] 0.5 300
And Ordered 100 [3, 4, 5] N/A 0.5 300
Module RNN Size Beam Width Dropout Embedding Size
Rule Parser 500 3 0.5 300
Table 2: Hyperparameters
We train models with Adadelta Optimizer (Zeiler, 2012) and finetune them by Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) with learning rate 0.001 (Kiefer et al., 1952). In Chinese crime case classification
dataset, we utilize fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) to pretrain the word vectors based on corpus
collected by Internet crawlers. In relation classification dataset, we choose a publicly available word
vectors (Mikolov et al., 2018) 2. The embedding table in every model is not trainable, in other words,
all words vectors are kept static during training. More hyperparameters are shown in Table 2
4.5 RESULT
Model Precision Recall F1
RE 1.0 0.1779 0.3021
RE-Synonyms 0.9773 0.1897 0.3177
LSTM-No-Attention 0.2348 0.6382 0.3434
LSTM-Attention-Input 0.3106 0.3824 0.3428
LSTM-Attention-Output 0.3132 0.3515 0.3312
NRE-Char 0.8104 0.2515 0.3838
NRE-Char-Finetune 0.9261 0.2765 0.4258
NRE-Word 0.6127 0.3559 0.4502
NRE-Word-Finetune 0.9237 0.3382 0.4952
Table 3: NRE on the Chinese crime case classification dataset. With “Finetune”, NRE increases the
recall of rules significantly while still maintaining a high precision.
Model Precision Recall F1
RE 0.9143 0.0589 0.1107
NRE-Word-Finetune 0.8837 0.1121 0.1990
Table 4: NRE on the relation classification dataset.
The results on the Chinese crime case classification dataset are summarized in Table 3, where our
method significantly outperforms “RE” and three sequence baselines. “RE” shows the result, in
which rules are served as the traditional regular expression. To enhance the generalization of REs,
we augment rules by replacing words of REs with their synonyms in dictionary, and the result
2https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
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(c)
Figure 10: Tuning the threshold of confidence in baselines. Figure 10a is “LSTM-No-Attention”.
Figure 10b and Figure 10c are “LSTM-Attention-Input” and “LSTM-Attention-Output” respec-
tively.
is shown in “RE-Synonyms”. Performances of three sequence baselines are listed in “LSTM-No-
Attention”, “LSTM-Attention-Input”, and “LSTM-Attention-Output” respectively. Since tokens can
be represented as characters (Hanzi) or words in Chinese, we conduct experiments “NRE-Char” and
“NRE-Word”, where cases and REs are based on characters or words. As shown in 3.5, “Finetune”
jointly optimize modules and the layout policy. We conduct experiments to test whether “Finetune”
takes effect, where results with “Finetune” are listed in “NRE-Char-Finetune” and “NRE-Word-
Finetune” while results without “Finetune” are in “NRE-Char” and “NRE-Word”.
It can be seen that “RE” achieves 100% precision, which indicates that the REs we write are accurate.
However, as illustrated previously, a RE can only cover a small part of data and the recall of “RE”
is very low. “RE-Synonyms”, aiming to enhance RE generalization by synonyms in a hand-crafted
way, gains slightly improvements in recall. An apparent reason is that the synonyms are based on
dictionary and not suitable for the dataset.
The sequence baselines achieve awful but reasonable results. Our goal is to improve the generaliza-
tion abilities of logic rules while still maintaining the advantages of high precision, i.e., to increase
the recall and maintain the precision at a high level. In the baselines, the increase on recall makes
no sense since the precision is unacceptable, resulting in unserviceable application. It is obvious
that precision and recall have a trade-off, so we adjust the decision threshold to further analyze the
performance of baseline models. As shown in Figure 10, the precision increases and the recall de-
creases when we raise the threshold, which is in line with our intuition. However, it can be seen
that the precision is still awful even we adjust the threshold to a very high level. The reasons are as
follows. A RE can be considered as a hierarchical structure while a sequence model reads RE in a
linear way. And special characters in RE such as “.”, “?” are difficult to be modeled by a sequence
model. Besides, RE requires focusing on whole context but a sequence model generally consid-
ers local patterns of inputs. By integrating attention, which endows sequence structures the ability
to model dependencies of patterns regardless of their distance, the model performance is slighted
improved while still unacceptable. The “LSTM-Attention-Output” outperforms “LSTM-Attention-
Input” since the rule attends the case directly in output and the most useful pattern is captured by
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max-pooling. The baselines can not handle the hierarchical structure and the symbolic reasoning of
logic rules, leading to the unacceptable performances.
Compared to “RE”, “NRE-Word-Finetune” increases the recall of rules significantly while still
maintaining a high precision. It can be seen that “Finetune” is critical since it makes the mod-
ules and the layout more fitted. Moreover, “NRE-Word-Finetune” is more effective than “NRE-
Char-Finetune” because words encode more semantics and have better generalization ability than
characters.
The results are summarized in Table 4 on relation classification dataset, where NRE improves the
performance of rules by a significant margin.
Experimental results demonstrate that NRE is capable of handling the hierarchical structure of RE
and promoting REs, and still maintaining the high precision and interpretability.
4.6 FURTHER ANALYSIS OF NRE
As shown in 4.5, NRE generalizes REs and increases recall of them. We further analyze where the
generalization comes from and what the generalization is.
Model Precision Recall F1
RE 1.0 0.1779 0.3021
PN AS 0.9313 0.3191 0.4754
PNA S 0.9331 0.3279 0.4853
PNAS 0.9237 0.3382 0.4952
Table 5: Results on different combinations of neural networks and RE algorithm in NRE. “RE”
is the result when we implement RE in traditional way without NNs. “P”, “N” and “A” indicate
“Find Positive”, “Find Negative” and “And Ordered” modules respectively and “S” indicates the
action sequence parser. For convenience, the parts of NRE implemented by NNs are in the left side of
“ ” and the parts implemented by RE algorithm are in the right side. For example, “PN AS” means
that “Find Positive” and “Find Negative” modules are implemented by NNs while “And Ordered”
and the layout parser are RE algorithms.
Where the generalization comes from. We conduct experiments where we combine neural net-
works and RE algorithm in different forms. The results are shown in Table 5. Specifically, “RE” can
be considered a special NRE model where all modules and the layout parser are both implemented
by RE algorithm. “PNAS ” is the model with best flexibility and generalization ability where all
modules are neural networks. It can be seen that the recall is improved by a significant margin when
we use neural “Find Positive” and “Find Negative” modules to replace the traditional algorithm.
The performance is increased again on the basis of “PN AS” if the “And Ordered” is built with a
neural network. And it gains another improvement when the neural layout parser is introduced to
replace the traditional disassembling algorithm. In a word, the generalization comes from the neural
“Find”, “And Ordered” modules and the layout parser, among which “Find” modules make the key
contribution. Intuitively, “Find” modules aim to match the related words with patterns and neural
“Find” modules are capable of finding words which are not strictly same as the required words but
are similar with them in semantic. For example, “Find” module can find “put inside” given “pushed
into”.
What the generalization is. We analyze some cases, which NRE covers and REs not, to discover
what the generalization of NRE is. As shown in Table 6, given a RE, NRE covers some cases
which don’t strictly match RE but are similar with them in semantic. For example, case “The <e1>
woman </e1> was taken from her native <e2> family </e2> and adopted in England on some
relocation scheme in the 1960s.” is covered by 〈e1〉. ∗ extracted from . ∗ 〈e2〉@@ in NRE. NRE
generalizes extracted from, thus taken from can be matched and activated by this RE. This is
demonstrated by several cases, both in Chinese and English datasets shown in Table 6 and Table 7.
Besides, action sequences can also be optimized with the neural parser. Taking the first case in Table
8 as an example, some actions and parameters are removed, which leads to better performance, such
as “落水管” (downpipe) and “不锈钢管” (stainless steel pipe) are concentrated into “管” (pipe).
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Label Entity-Origin
RE </e1>.* extracted from .*< e2> @@
Case The < e1>woman</e1> was taken from her native < e2>family</e2>and adopted in England on some relocation scheme in the 1960’s.
Label Entity-Origin
RE </e1>.* originate .*</e2>@@(signal|aberration|peakeffect|reduction).*</e1>
Case A <e1>nunt</e1> is a pastry originating fromJewish <e2>cuisine</e2> and vaguely resembles nougat.
Label Entity-Destination
RE </e1>.* pushed into .*<e2>@@<e2>(function|care).*</e2>
Case Then, the target PET <e1>bottle</e1> was put insideof a metal <e2>container</e2> , which was grounded.
Label Entity-Destination
RE </e1>.* pushed into .*<e2>@@<e2>(function|care).*</e2>
Case NASA Kepler mission sends <e1>names</e1>into <e2>space</e2>.
Label Entity-Destination
RE </e1>.* pushed into .*<e2>@@<e2>(function|care).*</e2>
Case Ten million quake <e1>survivors</e1> moved intomakeshift <e2>houses</e2>.
Label Entity-Destination
RE </e1>.* derived from .*<e2>@@
Case A tidal wave of <e1>talent</e1> has emanated fromthis lush <e2>village</e2>.
Table 6: Cases in the relation classification dataset.
Label 入室作案 (Burglary)
RE 入室@@死亡|工地
Case
2008年9月4日凌晨2时许，武进县郭溪塘下霞榕路14号二楼发生一起盗窃案。
受害人籍希逵（男， 1976年6月23日，湖北省邯山县梅源乡岭根村兴岭路226-1）
称2008年9月4日凌晨2时许，小偷攀爬阳台打开未锁的窗，进入室内，
进行盗窃，将其放在房内的手机和现金盗走，损失物品：手机一部品牌诺基亚，
型号6030，手机号码：6030，电子串号不详，价值500元。现金3421元。
损失总价值3921元。嫌疑人不详。（入室盗窃案）
Label 持锐器 (Holding a sharp instrument)
RE 水果刀@@刺绣厂|铁管|马刀帮|被盗|划分|石块|划破
Case 2005年12月8日晨，接110指挥中心指令：即日早晨7：30分左右，城关镇岙桥里
62号有人持刀抢劫，受害人为倪霞，犯罪嫌疑人逃跑时被抓。（抢劫未遂）
Label 持枪 (Holding a gun)
RE 气枪@@
Case
2008年12月22日12时许，案犯窜至新泰市街道育才路29号门前，将事主高艳
（女， 32岁，江苏省三台忠孝乡南街080号附01号）门前的狗用猎枪打死后
盗走，开着一辆车牌尾数是8120的小面包车逃走。
Table 7: Cases in the Chinese crime case classification dataset.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel learning strategy where the neural networks and symbolic knowl-
edge are combined from the knowledge-driven side. Based on this learning strategy, we propose
Neural Rule Engine (NRE), where rules obtain the flexibility and generalization ability of neural
networks while still maintaining the precision and interpretability. NRE is able to learn knowledge
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Label 持钝器 (Holding the blunt)
RE 锤子@@围墙|被盗|落水管|刺伤|石头|钢管厂|不锈钢管
RE Parser
锤子 Find Positive围墙 Find Negative被盗 Find Negative Or
落水管 Find Negative刺伤Find Negative Or Or石头 Find Negative钢管厂
Find Negative Or不锈钢 Find Negative管 Find Negative 0 And Ordered Or
Or And Unordered Output
Neural Parser 锤子 Find Positive围墙 Find Negative被盗 Find Negative Or钢管厂Find Negative Or管 Find Negative Or Or Output
Label 墙上挖洞 (Digging holes in the wall)
RE 打墙洞@@
RE Parser 打 Find Positive墙 Find Positive 0 And Ordered洞 Find Positive 0And Ordered Output
Neural Parser 打 Find Positive墙 Find Positive 0 And Ordered Output
Table 8: Action sequences in the Chinese crime case classification dataset.
explicitly from logic rules and generalize them implicitly with neural networks. NRE consists of
action modules and a rule parser, both of which can either be customized neural networks or a
symbolic algorithm. Given a rule, NRE first predicts a specific layout and then modules are dynam-
ically assembled by the layout to output the result. Besides, a staged training method is proposed
where we first pretrain modules and the neural rule parser, and then use reinforcement learning to
jointly finetune them. The experiments show that NRE could greatly improve the generalization
abilities of logic rules with a significant increase on recall. Meanwhile, the precision is still main-
tained at a high level. NRE is not only an innovative paradigm of neural-symbolic learning, but also
an effective solution to industrial applications, e.g. upgrading the existing rule-based systems and
developing neural rule approaches which do not rely on a mass of training data.
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